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ABSTRACT
Spinel ferrites nanoparticles play a significant role in our everyday lives. In the current work, La3+
doped Co-Zn ferrites with chemical formula Co0.5Zn0.5LaxFe2-xO4 (x = 0.00 to x = 0.2 with step size
0.04) was effectively prepared by sol gel technique. The formation of FCC spinel structure was
confirmed by X-Ray diffraction (XRD) analysis. The average crystallite size were calculated to be in
the 8 nm to 13 nm range. The lattice parameters were found to be decreased with the doping of
lanthanum (La3+) contents. X- Ray density is analyzed to increase as the concentration of (La3+)
doping increases, this is due to the fact that La3+ ion has a higher molar weight than Fe3+ ion. The
spinel phase structure was affirmed by using FTIR.The two main absorption bands ν1 and ν2 are
referred to tetrahedral stretching band and octahedral stretching band respectively, is found to be in
the range of at around 400-530 cm-1. Spinel ferrites, such as Co-Zn spinel ferrites, have dielectric
features that make them ideal for use in high-frequency applications. With new potential applications
being investigated all the time. Physical properties, synthesis method, as well as sintering temperature
and time, are all important factors in regulating the properties of dielectric materials. The dielectric
features were measured in the frequency of 1 MHz to 3 GHz range. Lowered dielectric parameters
studied across a higher frequency range recommend that such nano crystalline ferrites could be used
to fabricate the equipment needed to perform at GHz frequencies.
Key words: Co-Zn ferrite, Spinel ferrites Nanocrystallite ferrites, Sol-gel, XRD, FTIR, Dielectric
properties.

1. Introduction
The potential and theory of nano science and technology is focused on the fact that materials at
the nanoscale have mechanical, chemical, electrical, magnetic, and optical properties that are
completely different from bulk materials [1]. Some of these characteristics are intermediate
between those of the smallest constituents (such as particles and atoms) from which they can
originate and those of microscopic level materials when contrasted to bulk materials. As
nanoparticles are used in comparative applications, it shows that they have execution abilities.
Nanotechnology has a wide range of current and future applications, including bottom-up
approaches in medicine, genetics, medicines, electronics, electricity, and the environment [2]. A
stainless steel substance with magnetic characteristics which can be used in a wide variety of
devices. Ferrites are stiff, porous, metal, grey or black in color, and poly - crystalline, made up of
several smaller clusters. Ferrites are made up of a specific mixture of Fe2O3 and one or more
elements. The discovery of stones with an inclination to iron hundreds of years preceding
the Christ's birth began the history of ferrites. The massive wedge of these rocks was discovered
in Magnesia. These are being used as solvents in paintings at some stage during the Paleozoic era.
Ferrites have the general formula MeFe2O4 and Me is a divalent metal ion in this case. The
interconnected arrangement of covalently bonded oxygen anions and metallic ions is known as the
ferrite structure. Ferrites are commonly thought of as having a high tensile strength when compared
to metals [3]. The most widely used ferrites are the spinel ferrites. Spinel ferrites are an amazing
family of oxides that modify the pattern of typical spinel ferrites [4]. Although a few mechanically
significant spinels are organic, magnetite with general formula Fe3O4 is a characteristic oxide that
is still one of the most important and perhaps the most known with useful applications. Spinels are
ionic in nature. Numerous aspects, including covalent-bonding impact and metal oxide cation
crystalline lattice normalization energies, influence cation adherence to specific sites. The crystal
structures of spinel ferrites with a net charge of 8, various types of cations sorting can occur to
even out the anion's net negative charge [5]. Spinel crystal structure was first discovered by Bragg
[6] and Nishikawa [7] in 1915. The crystal structure of spinel ferrites with general formula AB2O4.
The atoms of oxygen are arranged in a cubical arrangement, where A and B represents tetrahedral
and octahedral sites of the crystal structure of spinel ferrites. The domain class Fd3m is found in
the majority of spinel compositions. M8Fe16O32 is the formula, overall the oxygen anions in the
cubic unit cell make up 96 interstitial spaces, and 64 and 32 A and B lattice sites.

The cubic spinel structure ferrites unit-cell is moulded with 56 atoms and 32 of those are oxygen
atoms, which are arranged in a cubic near stuffed structure, with 24 transition metals spread among
8 lattice site A and 16 lattice site B. Completely accessible There were 64 A lattice sites, but only
8 are involved, and there are 32 accessible B lattice sites, but only 16 were involved to charge
neutrality. Spinel crystal structure can be categorized into regular, inverse, or intermediate spinel
ferrites based on cation distribution between these A and B lattice sites. For regular spinel
inversion parameter = 1, for inverse spinel inversion parameter = 0, and for intermediate ferrite δ
ranges varies among these two acute ranges [8]. In spinel ferrites, not all interstitial sites are the
same; lattice sites A are connected by four oxygen ions that are closest to each other. As a result,
lattice sites A are referred to as tetrahedral sites. A tetrahedral site is formed by three atoms in a
field contacting one another, with a fourth atom sitting on top in a trigonal arrangement. To
maintain charge neutrality in the crystal structure, only 8 of the 64 A lattice sites are involved. The
interstitial sites in octahedral lattice sites B in cubic spinel crystal structure are formed by the
coordination of 6 closest oxygen particles. The sides of an octahedron are present in the oxygen
particles at the lattice site B. 4 of the six particles are in a line, while the other two are in the
trigonal position above and below the plane. Only 16 of the 32 lattice sites B in a crystal structures
are filled to maintain charge neutrality [9].
In the present study, we have developed a Co-Zn ferrites series by substitution of La3+ using the
sol-gel method. We studied the different structural and dielectric properties by changing the
concentration.

2. Experimental Procedure
Lanthanum substituted Cobalt-Zinc spinel ferrites with chemical formula Co0.5Zn0.5LaxFe2-xO4 (x
= 0.00, 0.04, 0.08, 0.12, 0.16, 0.20) were effectively prepared by using Sol-Gel technique. Where
x denotes varying proportion of impurity doped that is La3+. The chemicals used were Cobalt (II)
Nitrate Hexa-Hydrate [Co (No3)2.6H2O] M.W = 291.03 made by Sigma-Aldrich, (99%), Zinc
Nitrate [Zn (No3)2.6H2O] M.W = 297.46, Lanthanum Nitrate [La (No3)3.6H2O] M.W = 433.02
made by Merck-Germany (99.9%), Iron Nitrate [Fe (NO3)3.9H2O] M.W = 404 made by GPR and
Citric Acid [C6H8O7.H2O] (99.9%). The solutions of the samples were prepared in order to make
the homogeneous mixture and magnetic stirrer rod was used to dissolve chemicals properly in
distilled water. After preparation and properly mixing of solution proportionate forms of solutions

in six different beakers were put it on the hotplate. To increasing the temperature between (90°C120°C) for up to 2 Hours. The materials inside the beakers are subjected to form Gel at the bottom,
which contributes to the formation of Sol with the consistent increase in temperature. The samples
were burned due to increase in temperature to 200°C. The burned samples are subjected to properly
grinded one by one in such a way that the Samples became in the form of fine powder. After the
samples were properly grinded, Hydraulic press was used for pelleting by applying 07 Ton
compressed forced. After annealing the specific amount of the materials were taken out and make
pellets for each samples by Hydraulic press to applying 07 Ton of force. After making the pellets
the remaining samples are put into different tubes. Different characterization techniques, such as
XRD, FTIR, Dielectric, SEM etc., were used to characterize the materials.

3. Results and Discussion:
3.1

XRD analysis

The X-ray diffraction pattern for all Co0.5Zn0.5LaxFe2-xO4 (x= 0.0, 0,04,0.08, 0.12, 0.16, 0.2) spinel
ferrite nano particles synthesized via sol–gel technique. The Co-Zn composites samples were
sintered for 5 hours at 700°C. The crystal structure and crystalline phase pattern was identified
using the XRD. Which is a very helpful method for calculating crystalline parameters. The XRD
most intense peak was reported at 2=35°, which is usually assumed to be an optimal intense peak
for cubic crystal structure. All of the peaks are well matched with the peak of CoZn ferrite recorded in JCPDS card number # 22-1086 and are listed respectively as (220), (311),
(400), (422), (511), (440), (620) and (622). The positions and miller indices of the peaks show that
a FCC spinel structure has formed. The FCC spinel structure is described by all of the peaks in the
pattern, suggesting that the prepared ferrites had an FCC spinel structure. Some impurity peaks
obtained at 2=33°, the presence of these impurity peaks revealed that La3+ was insoluble in the
octahedral site [10]. The XRD pattern shown in Figure 1. The Debye Scherrer formula was used to
determine the average crystallite size (Dm), given as:
𝐷𝑚 =

𝑘

𝑐𝑜𝑠

(1)

Where k = 0.9 for spinel ferrites,  = 1.54 Å represents the x-ray beam wavelength, '' is the
FWHM of the most intense peak and  is the angle of the diffraction of the most intense peak. The
crystalline size was measured to be in 8 nm to 13 nm range, and was found to be very small. The

size of the crystallites increases as the concentration of La3+ doping increases to be in the range of
8 nm (x=0.0) to 13 nm (x=0.20) [9,10].

Figure. 1. XRD analysis of La3+ doped Co-Zn ferrites (x= 0.00 to x=0.20 with step size x= 0.04)

The average lattice parameter 'a' can be calculated by the following formula given as:
𝑎 = 𝑑√ℎ2 + 𝑘 2 + 𝑙 2

(2)

Where’d’ is the crystal planes spacing and hkl represents the values of miller indices. The average
lattice constant was measured for all samples to be in the range of 8.49 Å to 8.56 Å. The ionic radii
of the ions La3+ and Fe3+ were being used to explain the average lattice parameter 'a'. The average
lattice parameter was found to be decreased with the La3+ doping contents [11]. X-ray density x
can be measured by using the following formula:
𝜌𝑥 =

8𝑀

𝑁𝑎3

(3)

Where 'M' is the composition molecular weight, Z=8 for spinel structure represent the number of
molecules per unit cell, N is the Avogadro No. (6.0221 × 1023) and a3 is a volume of the unit cell.
X-Ray density was calculated in the range of 5.06 g/cm3 to 5.51 g/cm3. The relation between X-

Ray density and concentration, the curve is almost linear, which mean the X-Ray density increases
as the amount of La3+ doping increases, Because La3+ has a stronger molar weight than Fe3+ [12].
The Bulk density by size and mass of the pellets can be determined by using the following relation:
𝑚

𝜌𝑚 =

(4)

𝑣

Where 'm' represents mass and 'v' represents volume of the pellets. The bulk density were
calculated from 2.94 g/cm3 to 3.51 g/cm3 range. The bulk density first increases then decreases and
then again increases gradually due to the concentration of La3+ doping. Consequently, the
reduction in bulk density corresponds to the overall weight of pallets [13]. The lattice strain is
calculated by using the following formula:
𝜀=

𝛽

4𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃

(10−3 )

(5)

Where  is the angle of diffraction of the most intensity peak. Lattice strain was calculated to be
in the range of 8.87×10-3 to 13.68×10-3. The lattice strain is found to be decreases as the amount
of La3+ doping increases. The higher value of lattice strain was observed at the value of x = 0.0.
Micro-strain can be determined by using the following relation given as:
𝑀𝑖𝑐𝑟𝑜 − 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 =

𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
4

(10−3 )

(6)

Micro-strain was calculated to be in the range of 2.66×10-3 to 4.11×10-3. The micro-strain is found
to be decreases as the concentration of La3+ doping increases. The higher value of micro-strain
was observed at the value of x = 0.0. Dislocation density of the prepared nanoparticles can be
determined by using the following equation given as:
𝛿=

1

𝐷2

(1015 )

(7)

Where 'D' is the crystalline size. The Stacking fault of the prepared ferrites can be determined by
using the following relation given as:
2𝜋 2

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐹𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡 (𝑆𝐹) = 45√3𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃

(8)

The Stacking Fault was calculated to be in the range of 0.4510 to 0.4538. The stacking fault first
increases then gradually decreases which may be due to the concentration of La3+ doping. The

maximum value of stacking fault is found to be at the value of x= 0.04. Table 1 shows the different
structural parameters of XRD analysis with different doping concentration
Table 1. Different parameters for crystal composition of La3+ doped Co-Zn ferrites (x= 0.00 to x=0.20
with step size x= 0.04)
Parameters

x = 0.0

x = 0.04

x = 0.08

x = 0.12

x = 0.16

x = 0.20

Crystalline size (nm)

8.435

10.267

10.021

11.096

11.398

13.009

Lattice constant a(Å)

8.545

8.566

8.556

8.525

8.495

8.492

Cell volume (a3)

624.006

628.573

626.333

619.659

613.126

612.392

X-Ray density (gram/cm3)

5.0635

5.0969

5.1856

5.3127

5.4413

5.5199

Bulk density (gram/cm3)

2.947

3.352

3.449

3.159

3.144

3.512

13.683

11.554

11.641

10.442

10.182

8.870

Micro-strain (lines-2/m-4) (10-3)

4.108

3.375

3.458

3.123

3.0399

2.663

Dislocation-density (lines/m) (1015)

14.055

9.486

9.958

8.122

7.697

5.909

Stacking fault

0.451

0.454

0.4536

0.452

0.4523

0.4509

Lattice-Strain (10-3)

3.2. FTIR spectroscopy
We used FTIR to confirm the spinel phase structure of all the samples. We learned about cations
distribution in all sites (tetrahedral and octahedral) in a crystal from FTIR, as well as chemical
changes in the composition. In every concentration of Co0.5Zn0.5LaxFe2-xO4 (x=0.00, 0.04, 0.08,
0.12, 0.16, 0.20) ferrites, the spinel phase structure was affirmed by using FTIR. The features of
spinel crystal structure are classified into two primary frequency bands one is high frequency band
ν1 (approx. 500 cm-1) and the other one is the low frequency band ν2 (approx. 400 cm-1). Because
of the tetrahedral site of inherent stretching vibration, the absorption peaks are referred to as higher
frequency bands ν1. The term "lower frequency bands ν2" refers to octahedral stretching bands.
The FTIR spectra are shown in Figure 2 was ranged between 400 to 1000 cm-1. The table shows

the various frequencies that can be achieved by increasing the La+3 content [10]. The higher
frequency bands ν1 varied from 535 to 544 cm-1 whereas in the lower frequency bands ν2 values
remain same which shows that the frequency band remain static. The strength of absorption bands
ν1 and ν2 changes due to the difference in stretching vibrations of Fe+3- O-2 at tetrahedral lattice
sites and octahedral lattice sites.

Figure 2. FTIR spectra of La3+ doped Co-Zn ferrites (x= 0.00 to x=0.20 with step size x= 0.04)

Furthermore, Figure 2 shows that as the amount of lanthanum in the nanoparticles increases, the
frequency band shifts slightly, which could be due to grain size and lattice parameters. The Fe +3O-2 stretching vibrations were caused by changes in lattice constant, resulting in a shift in band
position. Furthermore, when six sets of data are compared, it is revealed that as lanthanum
concentration rises, the intensity of the ν1 absorption band increases as well, whereas the intensity
of the ν2 absorption band remains unchanged [14]. The values of force constants, denoted by Kt
and Kօ for tetrahedral and octahedral sites, were computed from Table 2 using the following
formulas:
Kօcta = 0.942128 M (ν2)2 / (M+32)

(9)

Ktetra = √2 Kօ ν1/ ν2

(10)

Where ν1 and ν2 are high frequency and low frequency bands respectively, M shows the molecular
weight of the composition. The values of tetrahedral and octahedral radii were also determined
using the following formulas:
Rtetra = a √3 (u - 0.25) - Ro

(11)

Rocta = a (5/8-u) - Ro

(12)

Where Rtetra and Rocta represents the tetrahedral and octahedral radii respectively, ‘a’ is the lattice
parameter and 'u' is the oxygen position parameter. For FCC structure the value of oxygen
parameters is 0.375. The values of different FTIR parameters were computed in below Table 2.
Table 2. Different structural parameters involved in FTIR spectra
Parameters

x = 0.00

x = 0.04

x = 0.08

x = 0.12

x = 0.16

x = 0.20

Molecular weight (g/mole)

237

241

244

247

251

254

ν1 /cm−1

535

535

540

544

535

542

ν2 /cm−1

406

406

406

406

406

406

Kocta (dyne/cm2) ×105

1.36881

1.37105

1.37323

1.37537

1.37745

1.37949

Ktetra (dyne/cm2) ×105

2.55085

2.55502

2.58301

2.60619

2.56696

2.60439

Rocta

0.081634

0.082154

0.081899

0.081136

0.080385

0.080299

Rtetra

0.0530122

0.0534625

0.0532419

0.0525816

0.0519306

0.0518571

3.3. Dielectric properties
Spinel ferrites, such as Co-Zn spinel ferrites, have dielectric features that make them ideal for use
in high-frequency instruments, and new applications are being investigated all the time. Physical
properties, synthesis method, as well as sintering temperature and time, are all important factors
in regulating the properties of dielectric materials. The dielectric features such as dielectric
constant, permit loss, PermitTan, Real and Imaginary components of impedance, electric modulus
and AC conductivity of La-doped Co-Zn spinel ferrites having chemical formula Co0.5Zn0.5LaxFe2-

xO4

(x=0.0, 0.04, 0.08, 0.12, 0.16, and 0.20) were measured in the 1 MHz to 3 GHz frequency

range in the present work [15] and are interpreted in the Table 3.
Table 3. Different dielectric properties of La3+ doped Co-Zn ferrites (x= 0.00 to x=0.20)

Parameters

Frequency

x =0.0

x =0.04

x=0.08

x =0.12

x =0.16

x =0.2

Dielectric

1 MHz

5.9822

5.3315

5.5405

5.9616

4.6260

3.9242

1 GHz

6.2626

5.5560

5.2872

5.3028

4.9767

4.9546

3 GHz

5.6709

5.28581

4.48815

4.9839

4.34863

4.6512

1 MHz

-0.494

-0.921

-0.065

-0.081

-0.198

-0.285

1 GHz

0.0367

0.1839

0.0281

0.2808

0.0953

0.1844

3 GHz

0.27442

0.25499

0.11167

0.12388

0.13794

0.12857

1 MHz

-0.0827

-0.1728

-0.0118

-0.01375

-0.0428

-0.0726

1 GHz

0.0058

0.03311

0.0053

0.05297

0.0191

0.0372

3 GHz

0.04839

0.04824

0.02488

0.02486

0.03172

0.02764

1MHz

2.56298E-05

1.64593E-05

3.07773E-05

5.77269E-05

7.79359E-06

2.41441E-05

1GHz

0.001486

0.011194

0.001561

0.010787

0.004610

0.009303

3 GHz

0.043988

0.035354

0.020977

0.024476

0.0272722

0.0226472

Constant

Dielectric
loss

Tangent loss

AC
Conductivity

3.3.1 Dielectric Constant and Dielectric loss
Dielectric constant (ɛ') and dielectric loss (ɛ") can be calculated by using the formulas given as:
𝑡

𝒁"

(13)

𝑍′

(14)

𝜀′ =

𝜔𝐴ɛօ

×

(𝒁′𝟐 +𝒁"𝟐 )

𝜀" =

×
𝜔𝐴ɛօ

(𝑍 ′2 +𝑍"2 )

𝑡

Where t is the thickness of pellets, 'A' is the area of the pellets surface, 'ω' is the angular frequency,
ɛօ is the permittivity of free space (8.85 × 10-12), Z' and Z" are the real and imaginary impedance
respectively.

Figure 3(a). Dielectric constant vs. Frequency graph (b). Dielectric loss vs. Frequency graph
Figure 3(a) shows the dielectric constant graph for the frequency range of 1 MHz to 3 GHz, with

various concentrations of La3+. The results showed that the dielectric constant rises with increasing
the doping of La3+. It decreases precipitously for all composition in the lower frequency region
with increasing the frequency. Dispersion is caused by a decrease in dielectric constant with
increasing frequency, which occurs as a function of the applied field at lower frequencies. The
inter-facial polarization assumed by the Maxwell-Wagner model can be used to describe dielectric
dispersion in ferrites. Ferrites have a dielectric structure with good conducting grains isolated by
weak conductor grain boundary. Electron hopping between Fe3+ and Fe2+ causes electrons to pile
up at grain boundaries, causing polarization in ferrites [16]. Consequently, at low frequencies,
electrons hoping between equivalent atoms ions (Fe3+-Fe2+) generates strong polarization and thus
increases the dielectric constant. Furthermore, as the electrons' hoping frequency is gradually
increased, the electrons' exchange rate decreases, and the dielectric constant value decreases as
well. Dielectric loss in ferrites is primarily caused by electron hopping and defect dipoles. Electron
hopping causes dielectric loss only at very low frequencies. The effect of electron hopping
decreases with increasing frequency, and thus the dielectric loss in the high frequency field
decreases, Figure 3(b) depicts it. Charged distortion dipoles lead to dielectric loss in the high
frequency range. The dielectric loss also has a peaking pattern, as shown in Figure 3(b) [17].

3.3.2. Tangent loss and AC conductivity

Figure 4(a). Tangent loss as a function of Frequency (b). AC conductivity as a function of Frequency

The tangent loss (tan) specifies the rate of energy loss in dielectric materials. The tangent loss (tan)
can be calculated using the formula below:
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿 =

ɛ"

(15)

ɛ′

Figure 4(a) depicts the tangent loss variance for frequencies ranging from 1 MHz to 3 GHz with

various La3+ concentrations. It has been seen that the dielectric constant decreases as the applied
frequency rises. PermitTan is greatest when the applied AC electric field is smaller than the
hopping frequency, however, it is minimal when the electrons' hopping frequency is so high that
they do not follow the applied Electric field. PermitTan is high at low frequencies, as seen in Figure
4(a), and it exponentially decreases as frequency is increased. The low tangent loss of nanoferrites

is significant in a variety of applications [18]. One of the most important properties of dielectric
materials is AC conductivity. At room temperature, the AC conductivity of prepared ferrites of
La3+ doped Co-Zn ferrites (x= 0.00 to x=0.20 with step size x= 0.04) with respect to frequency
from 1 MHz to 3 GHz range can be calculated by the following formula:
𝑡

𝜎𝑎𝑐 = ×
𝐴

𝑍′

(𝑍′2 +𝑍"2 )

(16)

Where t represents the thickness of the pellets, A represents the pellets surface area, and Z' and Z"
represent the real and imaginary parts of impedance, respectively. In Figure 5 the graph exhibit the

dispersion at higher frequency region. The conductivity of all materials is minimal at low
frequencies region. Thin conducting grain-barrier layers separated the grains in spinel ferrites. The
AC conductivity is influenced by the resistive behaviour of grain boundaries. Figure 4(b) depicts,
the minimal AC- conductivity in the low frequency range can be due to the higher resistance of
the grain-boundaries, because of charge carrier exchange (hopping) between Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions at
octahedral sites, the grains are conductive in the high frequency field. As a result, the hopping
frequency rises as the applied electric field frequency rises, and the AC conductivity rises [11].

3.3.3 Real and Imaginary Impedance

Figure 5(a). Real parts of impedance as a function of Log F (b). Imaginary parts of impedance as a
function of Log F

The applied frequency has a large impact on real and imaginary components of impedance. Figure
5(a) and Figure 5(b) depict the impedance with respect to frequency from 1 MHz to 3 GHz range.

The following relations can be used to determine real impedance (Z') and imaginary of impedance
(Z")
Z' = R = |Z| cosz

(17)

Z" = X = |Z| sinz

(18)

The resistive behaviour of grain barriers due to inter-facial polarization is recorded in the lowfrequency region for all compositions, resulting in a high impedance. Impedance analysis is
showing the real and imaginary impedance decrease with increasing the applied frequency and
impedance curves merge with each other at high frequency region, because of the conductive
behaviour of grains in the higher-frequency field, the impedance is quite low [11, 13].

3.3.4 Real and Imaginary Electric Modulus

Figure 6(a). Real electric modulus as a function of frequency (b). Imaginary electric modulus vs
frequency

The electric modulus has an effect on the dielectric properties of a material. Modulus features are
used to investigate the role of grains and grain barriers in a particular frequency range. Charge
carrier and stimulation behaviour of spinel ferrites can be studied using the electric modulus. The
real and imaginary parts of the electric modulus in the frequency region of 1 MHz to 3 GHz were
calculated using the formulas below:
M' = ɛ'/ (ɛ'2+ ɛ"2)

(19)

M" = ɛ"/ (ɛ'2+ ɛ"2)

(20)

Where ɛ' is the real dielectric permittivity or dielectric constant and ɛ" is the imaginary dielectric
permittivity or dielectric loss. Firstly, the real and imaginary components of the electric modulus
have quite lower values in the low-frequency field. Electric modulus analysis is showing the real
and imaginary parts of electric modulus increase with increasing the frequency of applied field,
while the electric modulus become maximum at high frequency region [11, 13]. The different
calculated values of impedance and electric modulus are depicted in Table 4.

Table 4. Impedance, Modulus and AC conductivity of La3+ doped Co-Zn ferrites (x=0.00 to x=0.20 with
step size x=0.04)
Parameters

Frequency

x = 0.00

x = 0.04

x = 0.08

x = 0.12

x = 0.16

x = 0.2

Z' (ohm)

1MHz

8.87E+03

7.38E+03

1.26E+04

2.40E+04

3.79E+03

1.20E+04

1GHz

4.69E-01

4.13E+00

6.22E-01

4.17E+00

1.99E+00

4.03E+00

3 GHz

1.79E+00

1.58E+00

1.16E+00

1.20E+00

1.58E+00

1.21E+00

1MHz

9.92E+04

1.13E+05

1.08E+05

1.06E+05

1.18E+05

1.19E+05

1GHz

9.51E+01

1.03E+02

1.07E+02

1.05E+02

1.11E+02

1.11E+02

3 GHz

3.41E+01

3.57E+01

3.98E+01

3.75E+01

4.07E+01

3.92E+01

1MHz

0.192625

0.219643

0.208866

0.206758

0.229126

0.231046

1GHz

0.185804

0.200621

0.208731

0.205496

0.217077

0.217571

3 GHz

0.198598

0.2081701

0.232129

0.2186862

0.2373542

0.2282571

1MHz

0.017229

0.014332

0.024463

0.046607

0.007361

0.023403

1GHz

0.000916

0.008065

0.001215

0.008154

0.003884

0.007881

3 GHz

0.010423

0.009196

0.006778

0.007099

0.009218

0.007076

Z" (ohm)

M'

M"

Conclusions
Spinel ferrites nanoparticles play a significant role in our everyday lives and used in variety of
application such as medical industries, nano electronics, and waste water treatment etc. Lanthanum
(La3+) substituted Co-Zn nanoferrites with general formula Co0.5Zn0.5LaxFe2-xO4 (x = 0.00 to x =
0.20 with step size 0.04) was effectively synthesized via sol-gel technique, that is the easiest way
to synthesis of such types of nano ferrites. The XRD process was used to examine crystal structure
and crystalline phase formation, which is a very helpful method for calculating crystalline features
such as crystalline size, lattice constant, lattice strain, micro-strain, X-ray density, bulk density and
stacking fault. The XRD most intense peak was reported at 2=35°, which is usually assumed to

be an optimal intense peak for cubic crystal structure. The positions and miller indices of the peaks
show that a FCC spinel structure has formed. The spinel phase structure was affirmed by using
FTIR. The features of spinel structure are classified into two primary frequency bands one is the
higher frequency band ν1 (approx. 500 cm-1) and the other one is the lower frequency band ν2
(approx. 400 cm-1). Because of the tetrahedral site of inherent stretching vibration, the absorption
peaks are referred to as higher frequency bands ν1. The term "lower frequency bands ν2" refers to
octahedral stretching bands. Spinel ferrites, such as Co-Zn spinel ferrites, have dielectric features
that make them ideal for use in high-frequency instruments, and new applications are being
investigated all the time. Physical properties, synthesis method, as well as sintering temperature
and time, are all important factors in regulating the properties of dielectric materials. The dielectric
properties of La-doped Co-Zn spinel ferrites were measured in the frequency of 1 MHz to 3 GHz
range. The lowered dielectric features identified across a higher frequency range recommend that
such nano - crystalline ferrites could be used to fabricate the equipment needed to perform at GHz
frequencies.
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